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Introduction

Project Engine drives the workflow of an entire project. It is a reliable, scalable and 
secure solution for projects ranging from a single user to a large corporation. 
Project Engine manages tasks and assignments, schedules events, encourages work 
breakdown and delegation and improves the accuracy of time estimation. Changes are 
tracked through history, and the current status of the project is revealed through a vast 
number of reports. 

Project Engine brings the customer closer to the project and makes communication 
between project members efficient. Templates can be used for repeating common 
workflows and give the ability to create a customized way of working in the project. 

Unlike other project management tools, workflow is combined with a hierarchical tree of 
tasks, which gives Project Engine unique capabilities. With an intuitive user interface, all 
project members will be up and running in just a matter of minutes, and will be more 
efficient than ever before.

This documentation covers the Java client of the Project Engine system. The client can be 
used stand-alone or connected to a server when working in a team.

Feature overview of the Project Engine system
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Use for a Wide Range of Purposes

Combining a hierarchical task tree with flow control gives Project Engine unique 
capabilities and flexibility.

Project Engine is a reliable, scalable and secure solution for:

 managing tasks and assignments
 handling personal or public to-do lists
 project planning and tracking
 workflow/process management
 scheduling events
 managing requirements and risks
 tracking defects and change requests
 executing step-by-step test cases
 instant messaging/discussions
 supporting ITIL processes
 version control with traceability to tasks

Project Engine is One of a Kind

One of the unique features in Project Engine when comparing to other task managers
and bug trackers, is that it is based on the idea of tasks consisting of smaller tasks. This 
concept leads to the single project task being broken down in manageable tasks that can 
easily be estimated and completed by a single person. After the tasks are broken down a 
team member concentrates on assigning them to appropriate co-workers or to himself.

Project Engine also handles workflow in a convenient way. Instead of delivering a task 
immediately to the user, the task will be kept in the system until it is time to actually 
start working with it. That releases the burden from the user who can focus on the actual 
work.

Project Engine is not only capable of driving the project but also the Project Manager by 
the execution of predefined process flows defined using templates. A new process flow 
can simply be initiated by assigning a new task. With Project Engine an entire project can 
be planned many tasks ahead in the future and tasks can easily be rearranged or 
changed when changes occur. Project plans, like Gantt Charts, can be created from the 
tasks, not the other way around, like in many other tools.

Perfect for Agile Development

Most tools are too complicated and time consuming to be useful for agile teams. Filling 
out user story or task cards with Project Engine are just as easy as on paper. Tasks and 
user stories can be moved around using drag and drop, reassigned to any user or role, 
be prioritized and arranged in order of completion.

The tracker may at any time disconnect the laptop to continue working; for example 
when breaking down user stories into tasks and assigning them at the planning meeting. 
The client will automatically synchronize with the server when the laptop is reconnected 
to the network, and all task will be distributed to the individual team members to-do lists 
when it is time to deliver them.
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Benefits of using Project Engine instead of cards:

 Actual task data will automatically generate Gantt charts and many other reports 
of interest to the project management and customer without any additional work 
from the project members. 

 All users or roles in the project will have a clear view of what to do at any moment 
in time. 

 User stories and tasks are available to all team members regardless of location. 
 All changes to tasks and user stories are registered in the system. 
 Tasks can be broken down into subtasks, making them easier to estimate. 
 Data from time estimations will be kept and summarized in the system.

What is Project Engine?

Project Engine is an online collaboration system that can be described as a mix of a task 
management/issue tracking system and a project planning tool, or like a clever 
integration of Microsoft Project, MS Project Server and the IBM Rational suite of Requisite 
Pro, Test Manager and Clear Quest.

Can Project Engine really be an alternative to all of these market leading project tools? 
Sounds impossible but, yes, we believe so and would even take it one step further and 
claim that Project Engine has even more to offer like:

 Outstanding traceability. Since Project Engine can be used for anything from 
requirements to the smallest task all members can easily follow the path of 
activities in the entire project.

 Great usability. Project Engine is designed to be extremely easy to use since all 
project members will be able to use it without training.

 Close web integration. Project Engine uses many common web techniques like 
XML, XSL, HTTP and HTML to provide a tight, stable and expandable web solution.

 Easy to understand and setup. No complicated setup process; Project Engine 
comes with everything needed and will be ready to run directly after installation.

 Can be used on any Java supported platform. Use Project Engine on 
Windows, Linux, Macintosh or any other platform supported by Java.

 Supports any project or process. Project Engine was designed for supporting 
demanding software projects but is general enough to be used in any kind of 
project.

Why do you need Project Engine?

Project Engine addresses most of the common problems found in projects today like:

 Lack of user involvement 
 Communication problems 
 Unclear roles and responsibilities 
 Lacking requirements 
 Unclear objectives 
 Changing requirements and specifications 
 Poor cost and schedule estimation 
 Failure to plan 
 Late failure warning signals 
 Incomplete testing
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Benefits of Using Project Engine

The benefits of using Project Engine are many, below is a list of some of them:

 A task can be broken down into smaller tasks and each of these can be 
assigned to different users or to yourself. The ability to break down tasks and 
delegate is generally a good idea since the problem will be more manageable and 
easier to estimate.

 Tasks can be delivered both in parallel and in sequence, and by combining 
those all kinds of workflows can be achieved. Project Engine only delivers a task 
when needed, making each user focus on what is most important at the moment.

 Project Engine is easy to use and does not create additional overhead. The 
functionality and the user interface has been carefully designed not to be an extra 
burden to the project members.

 Makes communication between project members more efficient and 
reliable, therefore reduces the need for other methods of communication, such 
as e-mail, telephone, or meetings.

 Gives a complete view over the current project status for:
 Executive Management
 Project Manager
 Project members
 Customers
 Reference Groups

 Reduces the effort and improves the accuracy of time estimation.
 All tasks can be broken down into subtasks. Small tasks are easier to estimate 

than larger.
 Subtasks are estimated individually by the person who can make the best 

estimate.
 Project Engine summarizes all subtasks automatically, offering real-time, “big-

picture” view of the project.
 Can generate a vast number of reports of different kinds from the data created 

by all users involved in the project. Since all project members collaborates in 
entering data into the system, the statistics are always accurate and current, but 
the main advantage is that no single person needs to collect and update the data, 
which saves a huge amount of effort.

 The customer is more closely involved in the project since it is 
recommended that the customer also have access to Project Engine. All project 
members can give tasks directly to the customer, which make the communication 
more effective.

 Access privileges are handled automatically by the system and makes sure 
that all users in the system only see and may alter the tasks of interest to them.

 Every user has its own task list giving a clear view of what to do at a certain 
moment. Project Engine will not deliver all tasks at once, only the tasks that 
needs to be done first. Task can be arranged in order of completion or be delayed 
to a specific date.

 The tree of users, groups and roles will give everyone involved in the project a 
clear view over responsibilities and roles within the project. The lack of 
clarity in each individual role is a common problem found in many projects.

 Automatically generated project plans. Let Project Engine take care of the 
huge effort to create a project plan and to keep it updated. Project Engine will 
generate project plans from actual task data and keep the plan up-to-date.
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Overview

1. Indicates the current 
status of the Project Engine 
Client.

The indicator is red when 
working offline, yellow when 
synchronizing and green 
when working online against 
the Project Engine Server.

2. Any view or report can be 
saved to a text file, saved in 
Excel format, printed or 
generated in HTML format.

Custom reports can also be 
used for creating charts.

3. Your Task List is the 
most important view. It 
shows the tasks currently 
assigned to you but only the 
ones you have to deal with 
and focus on at the time. 
View the details of a task by 
double-clicking on the task 
in the list.

4. The Task Tree gives a 
complete overview of all 
tasks visible to you. Use the 
Task Tree for adding, 
removing or copying tasks. 
The color of the tasks shows 
the task status. Tasks are 
red when not started, 
yellow when started and 
green when completed.

5. Right-clicking on a task 
brings up the Task Tree 
Menu.
Use this menu to perform 
actions like adding a new 
subtask, removing or 
copying a task. Reports can 
also be generated with the 
selected task as a starting 
point.

6. The History List shows 
the latest changes of tasks 
visible in the Task Tree.

Additional changes are 
stored on the Project Engine 
Server. Retrieve an old 
version of a task by double-
clicking a task in the list.
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Terminology

Project Engine 
Client

The main client for accessing, adding and editing tasks. Normally 
connected to Project Engine Server, but can also be used offline.

Project Engine 
Server

The server software that connects several clients to form a project 
team. The server can be accessed from the Project Engine Client, the 
Project Engine Mobile Client or from a web browser.

Task An assignment from one user to another. A task may consist of 
subtasks.

Task Template A template for creating tasks. Use templates for common task 
structures. A template can be converted into a task by activating it.

User One single user of the system.
Group A group of users and/or groups.
Role A role within the project. Several users can have the same role and 

one user can have many roles.
Unit A User, Role or Group.
RUP Rational Unified Process, Rational’s process for developing software.
XP Extreme Programming, a lightweight process for developing 

software.
PERT Program Evaluation and Review Technique.
WBS Work Breakdown Structure.
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Login Dialog

The Login Dialog appears when the client is started or when going online. Select the 
user from the drop-down menu, type a password and press Enter (or press the OK 
button). The Cancel button on the login dialog will exit the application.

Note that the administrator password is blank directly after installation. 

Note that the Login Dialog will not be shown when there is only one user with no 
password. You may also provide a default password in the "client.properties" file using 
the login_dialog.password property. The Login dialog will not be displayed when 
using a default password.
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Main Toolbar
 

Closes the client application. The application can be reopened from the tray icon. 
Use the File / Exit command to terminate the client.

Updates all visible views and reports. This command will also save all tasks to 
disc when working offline.

Brings up the Properties dialog. The Properties dialog contains the settings for 
the client.

Opens the Change Password dialog.

View Project Engine Client documentation.

Opens Project Engine website in your currently selected browser.

Brings up the Manage Users dialog. Use the Manage Users dialog to edit, add, 
remove or move users, roles or groups.
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Main Menu

File Menu

Load Module - Import a script containing tasks, units and reports into Project Engine.
Update – Updates all views and reports, synchronizes with server or saves data locally.
Work Online - Work online against the Project Engine Server (not Personal edition).
Work Offline - Work offline without a connection to a server (not Personal edition).
Exit – Saves all data locally before terminating the application.

Options Menu

Properties - Brings up the Properties dialog.
Change Password - Shows the Change Password dialog.
Manage Users - Brings up the Manage Users dialog.

Views Menu

Task Tree - Shows/Hides your Task Tree.
Task Summary - Shows/Hides the Task Summary view.
History List - Shows/Hides the History List.
New Messages - Shows/Hides the New Messages view.
Old Messages - Shows/Hides the Old Messages view.
Your Task List - Open a new Your Task List.

Change Tracking Menu

Reset Change Flag Date - Sets the Change Flag Date to the current date and time.
Set Change Flag Date - Set or view the current Change Flag Date.

Version Control Menu

Repository Connection Settings - Settings for the Subversion repository.
Connect to Repository - Connect Project Engine Client to a Subversion repository.
Commit and Update - Commit all changes and download changes from other users.
Restore Working Copy - Remove all local files and retrieve all files from repository.

Help Menu

Client instructions – Opens Project Engine Client documentation.
Project Engine Website - Opens the Project Engine website in your selected browser.
Online Support – View the online support form for reporting a bug, request a feature or 
ask a question.
How To Instructions – A page with instructive flash animations. Use this page to get the 
details of how to use Project Engine.
About Project Engine - Shows information about the currently installed version.
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Reports and Views
 
All reports and views in Project Engine work in a similar way. You may save a report as 
text, in Excel format or as XML. The report will be sent to the printer by selecting the 
Print button. To create a report in HTML format, select the Generate Report button.

Reports are automatically updated every time you select the Update button or at each
automatic update, which means that they will always show the current status.

Note that HTML-reports take information from the stylesheet for how to display the data. 
Everything from font, color, layout, visible columns and sorting is described in the 
stylesheet file for each type of report. There is an editor provided with the Enterprise 
version of Project Engine to use for modifying the stylesheet files. This editor has the 
benefits of handling UTF-8 and can determine if the stylesheet file is well-formed. 
Custom reports use the "autogenerated_template.xsl" stylesheet file to automatically 
create the "autogenerated.xsl" file used by all custom reports.

The Report Toolbar

Saves report as a tab-separated text file.

Saves report as an Excel file; a tab-separated text file with xls extension.

Saves report in XML format.

Prints the report. This is a very simple printout of the table so we recommend 
using the Generate report function and printing from the browser.

Adjusts the report properties.

Generate report. The report will be formatted using a stylesheet and displayed in 
your selected browser. Use the Properties dialog to change browser.

Closes the report.

Starts the selected task.

Completes the selected task.

Selects the root task that the report is based on. Most of the reports are based 
on a specific part of the Task Tree.
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Your Task List
 

Your Task List is the most important view and shows the tasks currently assigned 
to you but only the ones you have to deal with and focus on at the time. The goal for all 
project members is simply to complete all tasks in their task list. Double-click a task in 
the list to view the details.

Your Task List Properties

Select the Properties button to adjust visible columns in the list or to change the sort 
order. Press the OK button to save the changes.
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Task List Menu

Select one or many tasks in the list and right-click to bring up the Task List Menu. The 
following operations are possible from the Task List Menu:

Edit - View/Edit one or several tasks.
Delete - Delete on or many tasks in the list.
Start Task - Starts the selected tasks.
Complete Task - Completes the selected tasks.
Select Task in Task Tree - Expands and selects the task in the Task Tree.

Tasks in your task list

A task that fulfills all rules below will appear in Your Task List:

 The task is assigned to you, directly or indirectly as a role.
 The task is not completed.
 The task has no incomplete subtasks (all subtasks must be completed for a task 

to appear in Your Task List).
 The parent task must be started.
 If the parent task delivers subtasks in sequence the sibling task before (over) this 

task must be completed.
 The Delivery date is blank or is a date in the past (or today).

When a Task Appears in Your Task List

A task appears in Your Task List when you are supposed to either start a non-started 
task or to complete a started task.

Before starting a task you might like to break the task down into subtasks. This is 
recommended for larger tasks since smaller tasks are easier to manage and estimate. 
Create subtasks under the task that was assigned to you using the Task Tree view. 
Make sure you assign all the subtasks to the correct people before starting the parent 
task (the one that was assigned to you). Starting the parent task will deliver the first 
subtask (if the parent task was set to deliver subtasks in sequence) or all subtasks to the 
assigned users or roles.

Note that you may change the assigned to field for the tasks you have created at any 
time. Changing the assigned to field will move a task from one users Your Task List to 
another users Your Task List.

It is recommended to make a habit of starting a task before completing it. Starting a task 
might result in the delivery of subtasks that the task consisted of.
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The Task Tree
 
The Task Tree can be described as a cross 
between a PERT chart and a WBS (Work 
Breakdown Structure) chart.

The Task Tree gives a complete overview of all 
tasks visible to you. The color of a task reflects the 
current status of it:

 Red means not started,
 Yellow means started/ongoing and
 Green means completed/closed.

 A task with an arrow pointing down  indicates 
that subtasks should be delivered in sequence.

 A small envelope on a task icon indicates that 
the task is currently delivered to a user or role.

 A flag in the upper left corner of a task indicates 
that is has been changed since the Change Flag 
Date.

Use the Task Tree to edit add, move, copy, paste, 
search for or delete tasks. Move tasks by using 
drag and drop or use the up- and down arrows. You 
may also create reports that are generated from 
the selected task, including all subtasks.

You bring up the Task Tree Menu by right-clicking 
on a task in the tree. The menu contains all 
functions available on the selected task including all 
possible reports that can be created with start at 
the selected task. Double-clicking a task brings up 
the Task Dialog for that task.

You can also use the buttons for the most common 
operations like editing/adding a task. The task tree 
can also be viewed as HTML by clicking the 
Generate report button.

Tasks visible in the task tree

A task that fulfills any of the rules below will be visible in the Task Tree:

 Tasks that is assigned to you, by you or visible to you.
 All parent tasks or subtasks to the tasks described above.
 All tasks that are visible to any child users to you in the Manage Users dialog.
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Workflow

Project Engine has a unique way of delivering tasks to the users (a user’s Your Task 
List). Instead of delivering a task immediately after creation, Project Engine will delay 
the task until it is time to start working with it.

Normally a task delivers all subtasks (if any) when started (task icon is yellow). A task 
can also deliver its subtasks in sequence starting with the topmost task. The second 
subtask will be delivered when the first of the subtasks has been completed, and so on. 
In this way the subtasks will be delivered in order, making it possible to create a flow of 
tasks that have dependencies.

For more information about how tasks are delivered see the Workflow section.

Task Tree Menu

Right-click a task in the Task Tree to bring up the Task Tree Menu.
 

Edit – Brings up the details of a task.
New Task – Adds a new task under the selected task.
Start Task - Starts a non-started task.
Complete Task - Completes a started task.
Copy – Copies the selected task and all subtasks.
Paste – Pastes the last copied task and subtasks under the
currently selected task.
Paste as Sibling - Paste the copied task next to the selected 
task.
Paste as Reference - Pastes a reference to the last copied
task.
Move to - Moves all copied tasks to the selected task.
Move to Sibling - Moves the copied task next to the selected 
task.
Move Up – Moves a task up one step.
Move Down – Moves a task down one step.
Delete - Deletes a task and all subtasks.
Repeat – Makes a copy of the selected task including 
subtasks and resets the status and result description.
Search – Searches for a task id or title below the selected 
task.
Reassign - Sets the Assigned to field on one or many tasks.
Reports – Select a report to view from this menu.
Import / Export – Imports/Exports a Project Engine XML 
file, import from text file or import a MS Project XML file.
New Template - Create a new template task.
Activate Template – Activates all templates on selected task
and below. Templates will be converted to normal tasks.
Task to Template – Converts a task and subtasks to a
template.
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Creating a New Task

Right-click a task to bring up the Task Tree Menu. Select the type of task you would 
like to add from the New Task list. All recommended task types to be added as a 
subtask are displayed in the list. Saving the task will add the new task and sometimes 
also a hierarchy of subtasks.

A new task can also be created by selecting a task (the parent) and pressing the Add 
New Subtask button. The new task will now created based on the default subtype. The 
default subtype is the topmost task type in the New Task list.

Opening  a Task or Template

Select a task in the Task Tree and select the Edit item from the Task Tree Menu. A 
task or template can also be opened by double-clicking it or pressing the Enter button 
when a task is selected. Opening a task will show the details of the task in the Task 
Dialog.

Moving Tasks

Select a task or template and select the Move Up or Move Down items from the Task 
Tree Menu to move a task/template up or down below the parent.

Tasks can also be moved one by one to any location in the Task Tree by using drag and 
drop. Select many tasks, select Copy, and select to Move to item in the Task Tree 
Menu to move several tasks to another location in the Task Tree.

Moving one or several tasks will also move the corresponding subtasks.

Copying Tasks

Select one or many tasks and select the Copy item from the Task Tree Menu. Select 
the destination task and select the Paste item from the menu.

Copying one or several tasks will also copy the corresponding subtasks.

Creating a Reference

See the References section.
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Deleting a Task

Select one or many tasks and select the Delete item from the Task Tree Menu. A 
confirmation dialog will appear. Select Yes to delete the selected tasks.

Deleted tasks are exported as XML to the "deleted" folder on the client or server 
depending on if the client is working on- or off-line. Restore a task or a tree of tasks 
using the Import from XML-file option in the Task Tree.

Creating a Report

Select a task to create a report based on. The report will contain data from this task and 
subtasks. Select a report from the Report submenu in the Task Tree Menu. Many of 
the reports requests additional information to fill out before the report is displayed.

Creating a New Template

Right-click a task to bring up the Task Tree Menu. Select the type of template you 
would like to base the new template on from the New Template list. All recommended 
task types to be added as a subtask are displayed in the list. You may also select the 
New Template item from the list to add a new blank template.

A new template can also be created by selecting a template (the parent) and pressing 
the Add New Subtask button. The new template will now created based on the default 
subtype. The default subtype is the topmost task type in the New Template list.

Activating a Template

Select a template and select the Activate Template item from the Task Tree Menu. 
The selected template and all subtemplates are now converted into tasks. Templates 
assigned to groups or several users and/or roles are now expanded.

Converting a Task to a Template

Select a task and select the Task to Template item from the Task Tree Menu. The 
selected task and subtasks will now be converted into templates.
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Searching for a Task

Select a task and select Search from the Task Tree Menu.

Enter a text to search for and check any number of fields to search in. Press the OK 
button or Enter on the keyboard. The selected task and tasks below the selected task 
that contains the Search text in the title, task id, goal description or result description 
will now be listed in a new report.
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Repeating a Task

Select a task to repeat and select the Repeat item from the Task Tree Menu. A 
repeated task and subtasks will be copied and the status will be reset to 
Started/Ongoing.

Reassigning Tasks

A task or a hierarchy of tasks can be reassigned using the Reassign item in the Task 
Tree Menu. Select one or many units and decide what tasks to modify from the drop-
down menu. Press the OK button to reassign the tasks.

Customizing the Task Icon

The icons displayed for tasks in the Task Tree can be customized using the 
"icon.properties" file. The icon to display must exist in the "icons" directory.

The example below shows how the "icon.properties" file can be configured for modifying 
the icon for Defects and Change Requests in the "IssueTracking.pem" module:

 Format: TaskType.Status(0-2).IsDelivered(0-1).IsSerial(0-1).IsFolder(0-
1).IsChanged(0-1).IsTemplate(0-1) = Icon

 Omitted combinations will assume the default icon.
 Specify a * instead of a value to match all.

10b2534a3eb30.*.*.*.*.*.0=bug.gif
10b2534a3eb30.*.*.*.*.*.1=buggray.gif
10b2539349e99.*.*.*.*.*.0=copysmall.gif
10b2539349e99.*.*.*.*.*.1=copysmallgray.gif
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Importing from MS Project

Microsoft Project is an excellent tool for creating a project plan. However most projects 
have a tendency to deviate from the plan resulting in a mismatch of the actual project 
and the initially planned project. Project Engine does not have that problem since it 
always shows the actual status of the project and is therefore more suitable for tracking 
a project.

Newly created project plans or existing projects in MS Project can easily be imported into 
Project Engine. Select a task in the Task Tree and select the Import from MS Project 
XML-file item from the Import/Export menu to insert an XML file exported from MS 
Project. An XML file can be exported from MS Project by saving a project as an XML file 
(newer versions of MS Project).

Non-existing users found in the MS Project XML will be inserted automatically to Project 
Engine. All new users will be added to the root, you may arrange them later to form a 
suitable hierarchy. Users are compared by name (not case sensitive).

Importing from a Text File

Existing data can be imported into Project Engine tasks from text files. Each line in the 
text file will create a new subtask in Project Engine. Columns can be separated with a 
tab, comma or semicolon character and text may be enclosed within quotes ("") to 
preserve possible delimiters. One column text may, for example, include a semicolon 
despite that the column delimiter is semicolon if the texts are enclosed in quotes. See the 
example on the next line:

title;"text with ;";goal description

  

Select the Import from Text-file item from the Import/Export menu to bring up the 
Import from Text-file dialog. You need to specify if the first line in the text file should 
be imported and what separator is used to separate columns. Lines are separated by any 
combination of CR, CR+LF or LF+CR.

The Import Fields tab lists the fields that should be mapped to each column, in order. 
There must be the same number of fields specified in the list as the number of columns 
in the text file. Specify a Do not import field for columns that should be ignored.

Press the OK button to start the import.
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The Task Dialog
 
The task dialog shows a task or template and all its properties.

The Task Menu

Save and close the task or template. An action can be performed after saving 
the task like starting/completing the task or create a new subtask.

Close the task without saving the changes.

Open the parent task or template.

Open a history version of a task. The first date in the list shows the latest 
change of the current task.

Save and close the current task and create a new task of selected type. Select 
the task type of the new task from the drop-down list.

The Task Tab

All non custom fields on this page are optional except title. Modify any number of fields 
and press the Save button to save the changes. Press the Cancel button to close the 
Task Dialog without saving any changes.
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An action can be selected from the drop-down list next to the Save button. Select Start 
Task/Complete Task to start/complete the task after the save. Select Reset Task to 
set the status back to Not Started after the save. There may also be options for creating 
new subtasks available from the drop-down list. Select the type of task to add as a 
subtask to the current task after the the task has been saved.

Note that the actions that changes the status of a task are only available if the Task 
Status field is visible in the template that defines the task type.

The fields visible in the Task Tab of a task depends on the Task type since both the 
display order and the number of visible fields can be customized.

It is recommended to update a task frequently since it will give the user that assigned 
you this task the benefit of always knowing the current status of the task and that will 
also make the reports more accurate. All updates to a task is stored in the history list.
 
Update Rules

 The user who created or assigned this task (Created by or Assigned by fields) 
may change all fields.

 Administrator users are allowed to change any fields.
 The user who is assigned to (Assigned to field) this task may change all fields 

except the Assigned to field.
 All users that for some reason are allowed to view this task, but does not satisfy 

the first three rules, are not allowed to make any changes.

Assigning a Task

A task may be assigned to any number of users, roles or groups. The assign to list will be 
split up into a number of tasks each assigned to one user or role. A task assigned to a 
role will appear in Your Task List for all users belonging to that role.

Task Type

Select the type of task from the list of available task types. Task types are created from 
templates.

Priority

Select the priority of this task. The project should agree on definitions for how to 
determine the priority of a task, otherwise this field does not add any real value.

Deliver subtasks simultaneously or in a sequence

All subtasks are normally delivered when the parent task has been started. Checking the 
Deliver subtasks in sequence radio button will deliver subtasks in order, one by one, 
after the preceding task has been completed.

Expiration Date

Sets a date when the task, including subtasks, must be completed. A task is considered 
to be late if the task has not been completed by this date.

Task Status

The Task Status field is one of the most important fields. Make sure that this field is set 
to Started / Ongoing before starting to work with the task. It is recommended, but not 
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at all required, to break down the task into subtasks before starting the task. After 
completing a task, change the status to Completed. When changing status, the Started 
Date- and Completed Date fields will contain the current date.

The Task Status field may not be altered directly. Use the actions Start Task or 
Complete Task to start or complete a task. Reset Task will bring the status back to 
Not Started. Actions that changes the status of a task can be found in the drop-down 
list next to the Save button in the Task Dialog, in the Task Tree menu or in the Task 
List Menu.

Est Start Date

A date when the task is estimated to be started. This field can be updated automatically 
by the Gantt Chart report.

Est Completion Date

A date when the task is estimated to be completed. This field can be updated 
automatically by the Gantt Chart report.

Work Remaining

Enter the number of estimated hours (in ideal working hours) that remain before task, 
not including subtasks, will be completed. It is important to know that any existing 
subtasks are not included in the count. Remember to redistribute remaining work to the 
subtasks when breaking down a task.

Work Done

Enter the number of estimated hours (in ideal working hours) that you have spent on this 
task. It is important to know that any existing subtasks are not included in the count.

Assigned by User

The field contains the name of the user that assigned this task. This field is automatically 
set by Project Engine.

Note that the Created by and Assigned by fields are identical for a newly created task 
but not when the task has been reassigned by someone else than the creator.

Title

Enter the title of this task. The title will, for example, appear in the Task Tree and in 
Your Task List. Tags can be very useful in the title when customizing templates. Click 
the Add Tag button to add a new tag to the end of the title field.

Goal Description

The goal of the task. This field is filled out by the creator of the task. Use the tags 
[parent.title] or [parent.goal_descr] with templates for inserting parent title or goal 
description. The tags will be replaced when the template is activated.

Result Description

The current result of the task.

Note that this field could be changed any number of times, the more the better, during 
the work with a task. The old information of the task can still be found in the history list.
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Consult

At times it might be good to consult someone else and get their advice. The creator of 
the task can give a list of people to consult before completing the task. Project Engine 
does not check that this has been done since a person might be consulted by email, 
telephone, or in a meeting rather than by creating a subtask.

Delivered to

When a task has been delivered to a user’s Your Task List, the user and date are 
registered and will be shown after the task id in the dialog title. This is useful as a 
verification that the task has reached its destination.
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The Scheduling Tab

The scheduling tab can be used for delaying or repeating a task.

Delivery date

If the delivery date field is not blank, the task will be delivered to a user’s Your
Task List at the specified date or later.

Note that the task can be delivered later than this date if the task is delayed by 
sequential tasks.

Delivery time

Same as Delivery date but on a specific hour and minute. Date and time can be set 
regardless of each other. If Delivery time is blank the task will be delivered at the 
specified date.
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Repeat

Automatic repetition of a task can be specified in three ways:

1. By a number of times after completion.
2. Periodically every X days/weeks/months/years, starting at a specified date/time.
3. If the task is completed and the provided expression is true.

Repetition will occur after completion or after the delivery of the last repeated task. 
Selecting Every will repeat a task regardless if it is completed or not. The repetition will 
continue until you set the last repeated task to off. The at time field is not mandatory. 
The task will be repeated in the beginning of the day if at time is blank.

The third option will repeat a task when the expression is true. Add a new condition by 
pressing the Add expression button.

Delete Repeated Task

Old repeated tasks can be automatically deleted by checking the Delete Repeated Task 
checkbox.
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The Advanced Tab

Visible To

Specifying a role or group in the Visible to field will make the task, and all subtasks, 
visible to all users of that role or in that group. Use this carefully since Project Engine 
normally handles the visibility of a task.

Auto start/complete if task has subtasks and no remaining work

Automatically control the task status of a task that has subtasks and no work remaining. 
The task will be completed when all subtasks are completed. An automatically controlled 
task has a folder icon in the Task Tree.
Note that a task will only be automatically controlled if there is no work left to perform.

Auto start/complete after Creation/Delivery/Start

Start or complete a task automatically a number of minutes/hours/days/weeks/months/ 
years after Creation/Delivery/Start of this- or the parent task.

Note that minutes/hours is not suitable to be used with the start date of a task since the 
start date does not include time.

Auto start/complete if

Adding an expression here (similar to the filter expression in the custom report) gives the 
possibility to control the status of a task in a customized way. The task will be started or 
completed if the expression evaluates as true. The operation is performed by the server 
and has no affect when working offline. For a detailed description of the syntax of the 
expression, see the "Custom Report" - "Filter Expressions" section.
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The Attachments Tab

Add any number of attachments and links to a task. The attachments will be stored on 
the server if working online.

Attachments

Use the Add button to add an attachment to the task and the Remove button to remove 
the attachment. Select the attachment and press the Retrieve Attachment button to 
download the attachment from the server. A save dialog will prompt for the directory to 
store the attachment locally. Use the View Attachment button to show the attachment 
in your selected web browser.

Links

Links are references to files from a task. There are two types of links, relative file links 
and links to files on the Internet. Relative file links are useful when referring to local files 
managed by a version control system or to a drive accessible to all project members. 
Relative file links are relative to the Link Root Path setting in the Client Properties 
dialog. Make sure the Link Root Path points to the local root folder (working copy). The 
file structure below this folder must be the same for all users in the project.

Adding a Web Link

Click the Add Web Link button to add a new link to a resource on the Internet. Enter or 
paste the link in the Address field and press the OK button to add the address. All web 
links must begin with http: or https: and must not contain a '#' character.
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Adding a File Link

Click the Add File Link button to add a link to a local file. Enter the full path or browse 
to the file to add a link to.

Note that the file must be located in the Link Root Path folder or below.

Removing a Link

Select the link to remove and click the Remove Link button.

Viewing a Link

Select a link and click the View Link button. The file will be displayed by your selected 
web browser.
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The Change Tracking Tab

All changes to a task since the Change Flag Date are displayed in the Change 
Tracking tab. The list shows all changed fields and the value before the Change Flag 
Date and the value today.

Reset the Change Flag Date

Use the command Reset Change Flag Date from the Change Tracking menu to set 
the Change Flag Date to the current date and time. This command will remove all 
changes from all Change Tracking tabs. Fields will slowly start to appear in time while 
the time difference increases between the Change Flag Date and the current date.

Set the Change Flag Date

Use the command Set Change Flag Date from the Change Tracking menu to set the 
Change Flag Date to any date. Setting this date will display all changes since the 
Change Flag Date and today in all Change Tracking tabs.

Disable Change Tracking

Use the command Set Change Flag Date from the Change Tracking menu to set the 
Change Flag Date to blank. This will disable the Change Tracking feature.
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The Template Tab

The Template tab is only available for templates and contains four customizations:

 Possible subtask types to a task.
 Visible fields for a task.
 Defining custom fields using the Custom Properties dialog.
 Defines when a task is valid and the message that should pop-up if not.

Subtask Types

This list contains the types of tasks that are possible to add as subtasks to a task. The 
list can only be accessed if the template defines a new task type (the New task type 
radio button is selected).

The first task type in the list is the default task type and will be created when a user 
selects the Add Task button in the Task Tree. The order of the task types in the list is 
the same as the way they will appear in the Task Tree Menu.

Rearrange the order of the task types using the arrow buttons. Select a task type from 
the drop-down list and select the Add subtype type button to add an item to the list.

Note that it is important to add subtypes to a template that defines a new task type since 
it is not possible to add subtasks to tasks based on a task type with no subtypes.
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Visible Fields

The visible fields list contains the fields that should be visible in the task tab of a task. 
The order of the fields in the list is the same as the presentation order in the task tab. 

Rearrange the order of the fields in the list using the arrow buttons. Select a field from 
the drop-down list and select the Add visible field button to add an item to the list.

Note that the template needs to be saved to apply the changes to the task type and for 
the change will be visible in the Task Tab. All tasks based on that task type will now be 
modified.

Some of the fields in the drop-down list are custom fields. Select a custom field and click 
the Custom Properties button to open the Custom Properties dialog. Custom fields can be 
tailored in many ways, see the Defining Custom Fields section.

Valid If Expression

The template may define any expression that must be valid when saving a task based on 
the task type defined by the template. The Invalid Message will be displayed if trying to 
save a task that is not valid. Templates are not validated before save.

Custom Fields

Custom fields may be used if the basic task fields are not sufficient. A task may have up 
to 30 custom fields (custom0 to custom29). 

Note that custom fields can be avoided in many cases by instead arranging tasks in a 
hierarchy.

The custom fields available are determined by the task type of the task. The name, type 
and predefined values to select from (options) are specified by the template that defines 
the task type.

There are nine types of custom fields:

Type Description

enum List of options to select from.

string A text string.

int An integer value.

float A decimal value.

date A date that conforms to the language date format.

time A time that conforms to the language time format.

user A user.

unit A user, role or group.

text A text field with multiple rows.
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Defining Custom Fields

Custom fields can be defined for any template that defines a new task type. Any type of 
custom field may contain tags. Using tags in custom fields can be useful for carrying 
information from one task to another.

Note that tags may be used to add invalid information into a custom field, since the 
information is only validated by the client when saving the task. The server never 
validates a custom field and treats all custom fields as Strings.

Select a custom field and click the Custom Properties button in the Template tab of a 
template that defines a new task type to bring up the Custom Properties dialog.

Give the custom field a name and select a type from the drop-down list.

You may specify a number of options to select from when the custom field is displayed. 
Separate each option with a comma(,). Options are only used for the Options type.

Check the Mandatory checkbox to disallow empty fields. Mandatory fields are marked 
with a * character to the right side of the name.

Press the OK button to accept the change to the custom field. The change will be applied 
to the task after the template has been changed and the affected task has been 
reopened.
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The Event Tab

The Event tab is only available for templates and contains two fields: On Save and On 
Delivery. Add field assignments to the On Save or On Delivery fields that should be 
performed when the task is saved or delivered. Each assignment should be stated on a 
separate line.

There are two buttons available to aid in typing the assignments. Press the Add Tag 
button to add a field and use the Add Function button to add a function. See the Tags 
and Functions sections under Templates for more information about tags and functions.

Assignments should have the form: field = text | function (| means or)

Some examples:

title = Hello
goal_descr = "Hello World"
custom0=(concat custom0 " " custom1)
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Transitions

Add any number of transitions between the values in the Options list. Each transition 
may be performed by a number of Units (users, roles or groups). Leave the list empty to 
enable any user to perform any transition.

A custom field with transitions will be disabled in the Task Dialog (just like the Status 
field) and the Action will be visible in the drop-down list next to the Save button when 
the Action is valid (possible for a user).

Click the Add Transitions button to add a transition to the Transitions list.

Select the start- and end state of the transition from the From Option and To Option 
lists. Enter a name for this transition in the Action field and select the Units that should 
be able to perform this Action.
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Task Types
 
All tasks in Project Engine are based on a task type. New task types can be defined from 
templates. A task will inherit all characteristics, possible subtasks types and custom fields 
as the template that defines the task type.

Creating a New Task Type

Any template can be the definition of a new task type. To define a template as a new 
task type, select the New task type radio button in the Task Dialog and give the new 
task type a name. The new task type will now appear in the list of available task types 
for a task.

Removing a Task Type

To remove a task type just unselect the New task type radio button (select Task type) 
in the template that defines the task type. A task type will also be removed when the 
template that defines the task type is deleted.

Visibility of a Task Type

Templates that define a new task type are automatically visible to all users.
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The History List
 

The History List shows all changes in tasks visible to a user. Double-clicking on a task in 
the list brings up the actual version of the task at the date and time of the change.

The History List only displays a limited number of the latest changes. All changes to any 
task ends up in the history list. Estimation History- and Estimation Accuracy reports 
use data from the history list to produce the result.
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Workflow

Tasks can be arranged in order of completion, using the Task Tree. The system will 
deliver tasks when it is time to start or complete them. Note that tasks must be assigned 
to a user or role to be delivered.

Delivered tasks are visible in one or more users’ Your Task List. Delivered tasks are 
marked with an envelope on the task icon in the Task Tree. Open the task to view the 
user or role the task is currently delivered to. The name of the user or role is displayed in 
the title of the Task Dialog.

A started task with completed subtasks will be delivered again (if not automatically 
controlled), this time because it is time to complete the task (a task with uncompleted 
subtasks are temporarily not delivered).

A task can be completed at any time even if there are one or more uncompleted subtasks 
(but a warning will be given). Subtasks to a completed task will not be delivered to any 
user.  

Default Workflow

All subtasks are normally delivered when the parent task has been started (the yellow 
task). 

Sequential Tasks

Subtasks to a started sequential task will be delivered in order of completion. When the 
first task has been completed the second one is delivered, and so on. Checking the 
Deliver subtasks in sequence checkbox will deliver subtasks in order, one by one, 
after being completed. 

Automatically Controlled Tasks

The task status can be automatically controlled when a task has subtasks by checking 
the Auto start/complete checkbox in the Advanced tab. The task will then be started 
as soon as there is at least one subtask available, and completed when all subtasks are 
completed. A task that has work remaining will however be delivered as a normal task. A 
folder symbol on the task is used to indicate that the task status is automatically 
controlled. The status of a task can also be controlled automatically by entering an 
expression in the Auto start if and Auto complete if fields.
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Templates

Templates are unactivated (disabled) structures of tasks that can be reused by one or 
many users in the project. Template tasks are gray to indicate that they are not yet 
active.

Create a template when a task or a hierarchy of tasks should be inserted many times 
instead of copying, pasting and modifying existing tasks. A template can be converted 
into a task and a task can be converted into a template.

A template can be a single task but also a set of tasks that should be completed 
according to a predefined workflow.

Templates differs from tasks in a few ways:

1. A template task can be assigned to any number of user, roles or groups - even 
after being saved.

2. A template task can have tags in, for example, the title, goal and result 
description fields that will be translated into text when the template is activated.

Creating a new Template

Create a template by right-clicking a task and selecting New Template / New 
Template from the Task Tree Menu. The details of a task template contain most fields 
found in a normal task. Selecting the Save button will save the new template.

Note that a template task is never delivered to any user’s Your Task List and will not 
show up on the Gantt Chart.

When creating templates it is recommended to assign tasks to a role instead of a user 
since that makes the template more reusable. Templates normally work with a set of 
roles defined in the Manage Users dialog.

Note that tags are very useful when adding subtasks to a template. Use them to refer to 
other tasks (for example the parent).
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Activating a Template

Right-click a template task to activate and select Activate Template from the menu. All 
template tasks below will now be converted into normal tasks.

After activation, a task assigned to multiple users or roles will be split into several tasks 
assigned to only one user or role per task. All tags enclosed within brackets ([ ]) in all 
fields will be replaced with plain text.

Predefined Templates

Project Engine Server installs with useful templates that are aimed for use in XP 
(Extreme Programming), RUP (Rational Unified Process), SCRUM, Issue Tracking, 
Support Requests and other process flows. If your project follows another process, it is a 
good idea to start developing your own tailor-made templates.

Tags

Tags can be used to create more dynamic fields in a template (or a task). Tags are 
enclosed within brackets ([ ]) or braces ({ }) and you need to specify the task and field 
name separated with a dot (.) using the form: [task.field] or {task.field}.

There are two types of tags in Project Engine. Tags in fields that are expanded upon 
delivery of the task use braces ({ }) to enclose a tag, unlike tags used by templates 
where square brackets ([ ]) are used. Tags used by templates are expanded when the 
template is activated or when a new task is created based on that template. Tags are 
replaced with text when expanded.

Use tags like [parent.title] or [parent.goal_descr] in templates for inserting parent title or 
goal description. All text, date, time or custom fields in the Task Dialog may contain 
tags.

Specify a task in one of the following ways:

parent The parent task.

this This task (same as the one the tag is inserted in).

sibling The task before this task.

first_child The first child of a task (if any).

last_child The last child of a task (if any).

<task id> An id of a task.

Example of fields:

title The title of a task.

goal_descr The goal description of a task.

result_description The result description of a task.

status The status of a task (0=Not Started, 1=Started, 
2=Completed).
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Example tags:

[parent.title] The title of the parent task is inserted when this task is 
created.

{children_uncompleted_count} Number of uncompleted children to this task when this 
task is delivered.

[parent.parent.sibling.id] The id of the grandparents sibling when created.

Special fields:

session A session variable that can be used for creating links.

Functions

Functions can be added to any tag and in the OnEvent and OnDelivery fields. Functions 
are enclosed within parentheses and can be nested. The command and subsequent 
parameters are separated by a space using the form: (command param1 param2). The 
parameters can be either a text or a function. Texts containing spaces needs to be 
enclosed within quotes ("").

The following functions are available:

(addDate date days) Returns a date a number of days after or before the 
specified date.

(add number1 number2 ...) Returns number1 added with number2. Any number of 
decimal values may be added.

(mult number1 number2) Returns number1 multiplied with number2.

(div number1 number2) Returns number1 divided by number2.

(sub number1 number2) Returns number1 subtracted by number2.

(mid text start end) Returns the string between start and end in text.

(trim text) Returns text without leading and trailing whitespace 
characters.

(concat text1 text2 ...) Returns a concatenated text of all parameters. Any 
number of texts may be concatenated.

(replace text fromText toText) Returns a new string where all fromText has been 
changed to toText in text.

(if expression true false) Returns true if expression is valid and false otherwise.

Examples:
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[(addDate parent.expiration_date 7)] Add a date 7 days after the expiration date of the 
parent task.

{(add sibling.work_done 4)} Add a number 4 higher than the sibling tasks 
work_done field when the task is delivered.

[(mult custom0 custom1)] Multiply custom0 and custom1.

[(mult work_done (add 1 1 1))] Add 1+1+1 (=3) and multiply that with the value 
in the work_done field of the current task.

[(concat "Hello" " world")] Concatenate "Hello" and " world" results in the 
text "Hello world".

[(trim "  remove spaces  ")] Returns "remove spaces".

[(replace "The parent title is X" X 
parent.title)]

Replace X with parent title.

[(if "children_count>0" (concat 
children_count " children") "no 
children")]

Returns "no children" if there are no child tasks 
to the current task. Returns "4 children" if there 
are 4 child tasks.
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Modules

There are a number of modules supplied with Project Engine. Modules may contain tasks, 
templates, reports and units (normally roles). Modules have the file extension ".pem" and 
are located in the "modules" directory where the Project Engine client has been installed. 
Load a module from the File menu. Modules may also be available from the Project 
Engine website.

Modules supplied with Project Engine:

IssueTracking.pem Contains templates for Defects, Change 
Requests and Risks.

SupportCenter.pem A default implementation of a Support Center 
based on Project Engine. The Project Engine 
website uses similar templates to add requests 
from the customer support form directly into 
the system.

XP.pem A template for the Extreme Programming 
process.

XPSampleProject (req XP module).pem A sample project based on the XP module. The 
XP module must be loaded before this module 
is loaded.

ClassicIssueTracking.pem A traditional version of issues tracking 
containing defects and change requests.

WorkOrders.pem An example that shows how to let the user 
assigned to a task accept or decline a task.

Training.pem Step-by-step demonstrations of how to use 
Project Engine. There is a Basic Training and a 
Full Training option.

Add a new training task under the My Training 
task. The training task is by default assigned 
to the current user but may be assigned to 
anyone that needs training.

RUPTestProcess.pem A sample Test Process based on the Rational 
Unified Process (RUP).

Scrum.pem Templates based on the Agile process SCRUM.
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References

In some cases it can be valuable to be able to create a reference to a task. The reference 
is identical to the task it references except that it has its own unique id. All references to 
a task will change when the task, or a reference to the task, is changed.

References are visually identical to tasks and templates in the Task Tree. Open a task or 
template to tell whether or not it is a reference. The title bar of the Task Dialog shows 
the id of the task referenced.

When to use a Reference

References can be used for waiting for a certain task to be completed or started. 
References can also be useful when projects or sub projects are depending on common 
actions or modules to be completed. Completing the action or module will affect all 
projects depending on it.

Note that the Gantt Chart can be confused when using references to a task within the 
same Task Tree (to base the report on).

Creating a Reference

Create a new reference to a task or template by:

1. Select the task or template in the Task Tree.
2. Bring up the menu with the right mouse button and select Copy.
3. Select the task you want to insert the reference under and select Paste as 

Reference from the menu.

Copying a Reference

A reference can be copied just like any other task. Use the Copy and Paste items from 
the Task Tree Menu. It is also possible to create a reference to a reference but the 
value of that is questionable and not recommended.
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Users, Roles and Groups
 

All users, roles and groups within the project can be managed using a tree view in the 
Manage Users dialog. One user could take more than one role and there may be several 
users with the same role. There could, for example, be a number of users assigned to the 
role “tester” but normally only one user assigned to the role “project manager”.

Roles are very useful for assigning people to a template, since a template may be reused 
without changes, even if the role may refer to a different user in a later stage in the 
project, or in another project. Both roles and groups can be nested; in other words, there 
could be sub-roles and sub-groups under a role or a group. 

Even users can be nested. The tree of users should reflect the line organization of the 
company with the highest manager at the top. A user placed as parent to a number of 
users is considered to be the manager for those users. All tasks visible to a user will also 
be visible to its manager in the Task Tree.

A user, role or group is called a unit. Units may be altered at any time during a project, 
but it could be a good idea to make the users’ tree as complete as possible from start. Be 
careful when deleting users during a project since that might lead to unassigned tasks.
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Adding a New User

Right-click the root node or a user and select Add New / User from the menu. Fill in the 
User Dialog and click the OK button when done.

Editing a User

Double-click a user in the unit tree to bring up the User Dialog and click the OK button 
when done.

Copying a Unit

Right-click a user, role or group to copy and select Copy from the menu. Right-click a 
unit or the root node and select Paste from the menu. The new unit will initially be 
identical to the old unit (but with a new id).

Moving a Unit

Right-click a user, role or group to move and select Copy from the menu. Right-click a 
unit or the root node and select Move to from the menu. The unit will be moved from 
the old location to the new.

Note that you are not allowed to move a unit to a location below itself.

Adding/Editing a Role or Group

Right-click the root node, a role or a group and use the menu to add a new role or group. 
Edit a role or group by double-clicking it.

Adding a User to a Role or Group

Right-click a user to copy and select Copy from the menu. Right-click a role or group and 
select Paste as Reference from the menu. A reference to the user will be added. A 
small red arrow indicates that it is a reference to a user.
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General Settings

View or edit the name and an optional description of a user. The initial password can be 
entered when a new user is created. Use the Change Password dialog to change the 
password after that. The password for a user can be cleared at any time by an 
administrator by pressing the Clear Password button.

The estimated cost per hour for a user can be entered to be able to get valuable results 
from the Total Cost report. Enter the amount in your preferred currency.

Select a User Type from the drop-down list. See the next section for information about 
the access rights for each type of user.
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User Access Rights

There are three types of user types: Restricted, Normal and Administrator. An 
administrator is allowed to make any changes in the Manage Users dialog while a 
restricted user have no rights. Normal users may add new users, roles or groups but are 
not allowed to change units created by other users. Normal users may also change their 
own user properties. Administrators also have the rights to update, delete or reassign 
any task. For detailed access rights to tasks and units see the tables below:

Table of User Rights to Tasks:

Who Add Modify View Reassign Delete Move Copy

Admin X X X X X X X

Normal X

Restricted X

Created by X X X X X X X

Assigned by X X X X X X X

Assigned to X X X (to sub user)

Table of User Rights to Units:

User type View Add Copy Delete Move Modify

Admin X X X X X X

Normal X X X (units added) X (own or units added)

Restricted X
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Work Schedule

The User Dialog contains fields for entering the ideal working hours for each day of the 
week.

Note that ideal working hours are not the same as working hours. The actual amount of 
work performed on tasks per week can be measured from previous weeks using, for 
example, the Gantt Chart. The Gantt Chart report uses the ideal working hours for all 
users to calculate the actual time needed for a team to complete a task.

Days like holidays, vacations, planning days or overtime can be added as exceptions to 
the ordinary weekly work schedule. Time off/overtime are individual for each user. Add 
any number of exceptions to the weekly schedule. Time off/overtime is used by the 
Gantt Chart and the Planned Workload Report.

Note that the Time off/overtime field may be used for reducing the amount of time 
available to a user due to activities not entered into Project Engine.
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Adding a Date Interval

Use the Add Date button to add a date interval to the Time off/overtime list.

Enter a date in the From date and To date fields. Note that you only have to specify 
one of them. Leave the From date blank to indicate that a user has not started working 
until a specific date or leave the To date blank to indicate that a user will not be 
spending any more time with the project after a specified date.

Limit or increase the amount of planned working hours using the Max/Min drop down list 
and specifying the Working hours per day. Use the Max option to limit the working 
hours per day and the Min option to add working hours to the weekly schedule.

Note that several date intervals may overlap.

Removing a Date Interval

Select the date interval you would like to remove and press the Remove date button.
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Email Notifications

An email address can be entered for a user to be able to receive email notifications about 
new tasks or changes to tasks assigned by (or created by) a user.

The email will contain the title and goal description of the task and a link to the task in 
the web interface.

Emails can optionally contain the attachments of a task. Check the Include 
attachments in email checkbox to include attachments in the email notifications. Only 
attachments with a valid size will be send using email (defined on the server side).

Preferences

Tasks that have been completed for a specified number of days can be hidden from a 
user. This feature will automatically hide completed parts of the project and is useful 
when there are many tasks in a project.

Select the number of days until completed tasks should be hidden from a user. Select the 
Disabled option to disable the hide tasks feature.

Note that tasks are not deleted; only hidden temporarily for that user.
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Online / Offline

Project Engine Client can operate connected to a server but also offline using local data 
stored on the client. A user can decide to go offline for many reasons; for example to 
bring the laptop to a conference room without network connection, or to continue 
working outside the office. Some users might even prefer to use Project Engine Client 
without ever connecting to a server.

A small green circle next to the user icon in the Manage Users dialog, or in any list 
displaying users, indicates that a user is currently online.

More information about the details of going on-/offline can be found in the 
Synchronization section.

The color indication on the main window of the client application reveals the following 
three states of the client:

 Green – The client is connected to the server (online).
 Red – The client has currently no connection with the server. The client is working 

offline.
 Yellow – Synchronisation is in progress or client is trying to connect to the server.

Synchronization

When the user selects Work Online from the File menu the client will synchronize 
changes with the server. 

Note that the synchronization will only occur when the client has been used offline since 
there is otherwise nothing to synchronize.

When a user decides to go offline (selects Work Offline from the File menu) the client 
will be updated with the latest data from the server. Bringing the client back online will 
first synchronize the client and server.

Upon synchronization all commands found in the "synclog.txt" file will be sent to the 
server. When synchronization has been performed without problems the "synclog.txt" file 
will be cleared. It is allowed to remove this file to avoid synchronization to occur, or to 
free up some disc space for single users since it will grow pretty fast. Project Engine 
Personal edition has synchronization turned off by default to avoid writing any 
synchronization data to the "synclog.txt" file.

When working offline as a single user without a server to synchronize with, the client will
instead just save all data to the local directory located in the directory where Project
Engine Client was installed. Data will be saved at every automatic and manual update.
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Reports

Apart from the Task Tree, Your Task List, History List and other views, Project 
Engine has an additional set of reports described in this chapter. Reports can be created 
from the Reports sub menu in the Task Tree Menu.

Note that most of the reports are based on the tasks visible in Your Task Tree and not 
all tasks below the selected task to create the report from (there might be many tasks 
hidden to the current user).

Planning Reports

Use the planning reports to view the workload and activities from a time perspective. 
There are 3 types of planning reports:

 Gantt Chart
 Planned Workload Report
 Workload Report

Status Reports

The status reports lists the status of tasks in the Task Tree.

 Status Report
 Late Task List
 Burndown Report

Estimation Reports

The estimation reports can be used for analyzing the estimations made on tasks by the 
team members and gives valuable information to be able to improve the estimations in 
the future. There are 3 types of estimation reports:

 Estimation Summary Report
 Estimation History Report
 Estimation Accuracy Report
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Custom Reports

Custom reports can be added or modified at any time by all users of Project Engine. The 
following reports are available directly after installing Project Engine:

 New Custom Report - Create a new custom report.
 Attachments and Links - Shows tasks with attachments or links.
 Change Tracking Report - Displays all changed tasks since the Change Flag 

Date.
 Changed Today - Lists tasks changed today.
 Completed per Week - Lists completed task per week, suitable for charts.
 Due Today - Shows tasks that have expiration day today.
 High priority - Shows all task with priority High.
 Latest Change - Shows the latest changes to a task or its subtasks.
 My Tasks - Lists all tasks directly or indirectly assigned to the current user.
 Non-started tasks - Displays all tasks with status Not Started.
 Total Cost - Shows the total cost of all tasks including subtasks.
 Total Work - Shows the total work of all tasks including subtasks.
 Unassigned Tasks with Work Left - Lists non-assigned task with work remaining.

Some reports are added to the Reports / Custom menu after loading a module:

 Burnup Chart - The Burnup Chart shows the cumulative work performed in a 
Sprint, day-by-day (Scrum Module). Tasks must be completed to be added to this 
report.

 Submitted Defects - Shows all submitted defects (ClassicIssueTracking Module).
 Accepted Work Orders (WorkOrders Module).
 Rejected Work Orders (WorkOrders Module).
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Custom Report

Custom reports shows a list of tasks. The list can be filtered, sorted and show any 
number of fields. You may save the report in various formats, create a report or generate 
a chart from the Custom Report.

Task List Menu

Select one or many tasks in the list and right-click to bring up the Task List Menu. The 
following operations are possible from the Task List Menu:

Edit - View/Edit one or several tasks.
Delete - Delete on or many tasks in the list.
Start Task - Starts the selected tasks.
Complete Task - Completes the selected tasks.
Select Task in Task Tree - Expands and selects the task in the Task Tree.

Creating a Custom Report

Custom reports can be created by anyone in the project. Custom reports can be found in 
the Reports / Custom Reports sub menu in the Task Tree Menu.

Right-click a task in the Task Tree to base the report on. Select a report from the 
Reports / Custom Reports sub menu. This will bring up the Custom Report 
Properties dialog for the selected report.

Creating Charts

Charts can be created from any custom report. Click any of the chart buttons in the 
toolbar of a custom report to create a Pie, Bar or Area chart. The Chart tab in the 
Custom Report Properties dialog defines the values to be grouped/counted and 
displayed.
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Custom Report Properties

The Custom Report dialog shows all the settings for a Custom Report. The properties 
dialog is displayed when the report is created or after selecting the Properties button in 
the Custom Report toolbar.

Use the Save button to save the report. The name of the report will be the name given 
in the Report name field.

Press the Delete report button to remove a report.

The Visible to field lists the users, roles or groups that should be able to view this 
report. The report is however always visible to the user that created the report.

The Report description field can be used for giving a textual description of the report.
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Custom Report Filter Tab

The Filter tab contains the filter expression used when filtering out tasks to show in the 
report.

Use the Add expression button as an aid in typing valid comparison expressions into 
the Filter expression field. You may edit the filter expression manually at any time. To 
get more information of how to manually edit the filter expression, see the Filter 
Expressions section below.

Clear the Filter expression field by clicking the Clear filter expression button or 
simply remove all text from the Filter expression field.

Filter Expressions

Filter expressions are used for filtering the list of tasks and are similar to expressions in 
SQL but designed to be used in an URL. The expression consists of comparisons 
combined with the logical operators AND (&) or OR (|). The logical operator OR will be 
evaluated before any AND expressions. To affect the order of evaluations you may add 
parentheses to the expression.
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Syntax of an expression:

A typical expression consists of an attribute on the left side of a comparison operator and 
the value to the right. An attribute is the name of a field with an optional task specifier 
separated with a dot. Comparisons are not case sensitive.

The syntax is described below (the brackets [] indicate an optional parameter):

[<task specifier>].<field><comparison operator><value>[<logical operator>]

or

<value><comparison operator>[<task specifier>].<field>[<logical operator>]

or

[<task specifier>].<field><comparison operator>[<task specifier>].<field>[<logical 
operator>]

Some examples:

status=1 Status of this task is Started (same as this.status=1).

parent.title=*task Parent task’s title contains the word "task".

sibling.result_descr!=ok The result description of the task before this is not "ok".

1005c7bac20272.id!=0 The id of task 1005c7bac20272 is not 0 (obviously true).

parent.status=this.status True if the parent has the same task status as this task.

Valid comparison operators:

 = Equal

 != Not equal

 > Greater than

 < Less than

 >= Greater or equal

 <= Less or equal

 =# Is - used with users, roles and groups to determine if a field is a unit. If the 
value (on the right side) is a role or a group then "is" operator will be true for all 
users in that role or group and for tasks directly assigned to that role. If the 
value is a user then the "is" operator will be true for all tasks directly assigned 
to that user or indirectly using a role that this user is a member of.

 !# Is not

 =* Contains – true if a word in a text is found. For example: "parent.title=*test".

 !* Does not contain

! Not - Use outside parentheses to invert the boolean result. For example:
!(title=*test | title=*task) to list all titles that does not contain test or task.
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Valid logical operators:

 & And – both the left and right expressions must be true.

 | Or – one of the left or right expressions must be true.

Valid task specifiers:

parent Use this keyword to access a parent attribute, for example: "parent.title"

this Access this task, for example: "this.title". Entering "this" is optional, in this 
example, you would get the same results as: "title".

sibling The task before this task, for example: sibling.goal_descr

task id To access the attribute of any task, for example: 1005c7bac20272.status

first_child First child of a task.

last_child Last child of a task.

Special values:

current_date To compare with the current date.

current_user To compare with the current user.

change_flag_date The date and time of the Change Flag Date. The Change 
Flag Date can be modified from the Change Tracking 
menu.

children_count Number of child tasks to the current task.

children_completed_count Number of completed child tasks to the current task.

children_uncompleted_count Number of non-completed child tasks to the current task.
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Custom Report Show Tab

The Show tab lists the fields to be displayed in the list.

Select a field to display and press the Add visible field button to add it to the list. To 
remove a field, select it and use the Remove visible field button to remove it. 

There are both task fields and extended fields to select from in the list. The extended 
fields can be used for producing valuable information.
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Available extended fields:

Assigned by name Name in text instead of just id.

Assigned to name Name in text instead of just id.

Created by name Name in text instead of just id.

Delivered to name Name in text instead of just id.

Updated by name Name in text instead of just id.

Total work left Total work remaining including subtasks.

Total work done Total work done including subtasks.

Total cost left Total cost left including subtasks (total work left * cost).

Total cost done Total cost done including subtasks (total work done * cost).

Latest change The latest change of this task or any of the subtasks.

Percent Completed (work done / (work left + work done)) * 100%

Total Percent Completed (total work done / (total work left + total work done)) * 
100%

Parent title The title of the parent task.

Title 2 levels up Parent title 2 steps up i the hierarchy.

Title 3 levels up Parent title 3 steps up i the hierarchy.

Title 4 levels up Parent title 4 steps up i the hierarchy.

Children count Number of child tasks to the current task.

Children completed count Number of completed child tasks to the current task.

Children uncompleted count Number of non-completed child tasks to the current task.

Created week Year and week no. Useful when creating charts.

Created month no Year and month no. Useful when creating charts.

Updated week Year and week no. Useful when creating charts.

Updated month no Year and month no. Useful when creating charts.

Started week Year and week no. Useful when creating charts.

Started month no Year and month no. Useful when creating charts.

Completed week Year and week no. Useful when creating charts.

Completed month no Year and month no. Useful when creating charts.
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Custom Report Sort Tab

The Sort tab can be used for sorting the list based on any field. The list can be sorted up 
(lower to higher values) or down (higher to lower values).

Note that all items are sorted as if they are Strings, and therefore do not sort integer or 
decimal numbers accurately.
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Custom Report Chart Tab

Charts can be created from any custom report. Click any of the chart buttons in the 
toolbar of a custom report to create a Pie, Bar, Area or Line chart. The Chart tab defines 
the values to be displayed. Select the field to be grouped or counted and the field to use 
for the Y-axis of the chart. The Y-axis is not used by the Pie Chart.

Count grouped by Select a field to use for grouping the tasks in the table. The x-axis 
of the chart will show the number of values found in each group for 
every distinct y-value. The Pie chart will show each value as a 
section. For example, group on priority to count the number of 
tasks with Low, Medium or High priority.

Summary of Select a field to be summarized. Make sure to select a field that can 
be translated into a numerical value. Each distinct y-value in the 
chart will be summarized and shown in the x-axis. Selecting this 
option is not applicable for the Pie chart.

Accumulated count 
grouped by

Same as Count grouped by but with accumulated values.

Accumulated 
summary of

Same as Summary of but with accumulated values.
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Custom Report Advanced Tab

The Stylesheet filename is used when generating a HTML report and contains the 
filename (without path) to the stylesheet to use for formatting the report.

The stylesheet contains the formatting information for the XML data returned from the 
server. The stylesheets can be found in the "stylesheet" directory of the client or server 
(on the server when working online).

The default Stylesheet filename for a custom report is "autogenerated.xsl" and that 
stylesheet is automatically generated from the settings in the Project Engine Client. 
You may never have to modify this property if you do not need special formatting for a 
report.
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Late Task List

This list shows the tasks that are late, are completed late or is estimated to be late when 
compared to the Expiration date. A task that does not have an Expiration date cannot 
be late.

Note that it is also possible to spot a potentially late task using the Gantt Chart. Tasks 
that are estimated to be late are marked with red color in the Gantt Chart. The Gantt 
Chart also has the ability to update the Est completion date of a task.

A task can be late due to the following reasons:

 The Task status is not completed but current date has passed the Expiration 
date.

 The task is completed but the completed date passed the Expiration date.
 The task is not completed but the Est completion date is greater than the 

Expiration date.

Status Report

 
The Status Report gives an overview over the number of completed, started and 
completed late tasks for the project or a part of a project over time. A task that is 
completed after its expiration date is considered to be late.

A line graph can be created by selecting the Line Chart button. The data is also suitable 
for creating a graph from in Microsoft Excel. An example of such a graph is shown above.

Burndown Report

Shows the total work remaining for all tasks below the selected task from the first 
creation date to the current date. This report is used by the Scrum process to be able to 
estimate when all work will be completed.

A line graph can be created by selecting the Line Chart button.
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Estimation Summary Report

Shows the sum of estimations starting from the selected node and summarizes 
estimations from all subtasks. As a result, the total work remaining and total work 
done is presented. This information is useful for calculating the Est completion date in 
the Task Dialog.

The same information can be gathered from the Task List report and the total work 
left and total work done fields.

Note that the Gantt Chart also has the ability to update the Est completion date of a 
task.

Estimation History Report

The Estimation History report shows the history of estimations made on a single task. 
This information is useful for determining how accurate the initial estimations were in 
average and can be used to improve them in the future.

The information about estimations for a task is gathered from the History List.

Estimation Accuracy Report

The Estimation Accuracy report shows the estimation accuracy for a single user or a 
team of users. The accuracy shows the deviation in percent from the actual time (last 
estimation) to the first estimation performed by that user. This information is useful 
for deciding how accurate the initial estimations were in average and can be used to 
improve them in the future.

The information about estimations for a task is gathered from the History List.
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Gantt Chart

The Gantt Chart in Project Engine is, despite its name, quite different from a traditional 
Gantt Chart, since the graph is created from bottom up, based on actual (and current) 
data retrieved from the Task Tree, instead of being created manually from a time line. 
The Gantt Chart is a very powerful project planning tool and will always show the 
current plan without any manual editing.

Reading the Gantt Chart

The graph shows the selected task tree viewed from a time perspective. It is assumed 
the team are working solely with completing the selected task tree. Tasks in progress are 
marked with yellow color in the table. Estimated total work performed by the selected 
Users on a task is indicated in ideal working hours. Tasks marked with red color are not 
completed before their expiration date.

Creating a Gantt Chart

To create a chart, right-click the project’s task (or a sub project task) and select Gantt 
Chart from the Report / Planning menu. Select any number of users, roles or groups 
that you would like to include in the graph (as total working hours) and the number of 
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days/weeks to view (from today). It is assumed that today is a full working day so the 
chart will be most accurate in the beginning of a day.
The Visible levels field limits the number of levels shown in the chart. Office opening 
time sets the starting time of a work day, and the Hours in workday field specifies the 
number of hours available in a workday. Increasing the Hours in workday number will 
allow the users to work longer days. Use for example 24 to simulate a team working day 
and night, taking turns in working on tasks assigned to common roles.

Note that you may create several Gantt Charts to view the contribution from various 
users in the team. The Gantt Chart is always however created from work allocated from 
all affected team members (units assigned to tasks) not only the ones selected in the 
Users list.

How the Gantt Chart is Created

The Gantt Chart is created by simulating work performed per hour when each user in 
the team is working with their task list according to their work schedule. The work 
schedule and ideal work week for a single user can be defined in the User Dialog.

Tasks are completed in order of priority and expiration date. Tasks with same priority and 
expiration date are completed simultaneously. Try to redistribute tasks or change the 
priority to be able to meet the preconditions of your project.

All views in Project Engine may be automatically refreshed every time a change in a task 
is detected, but remember that this report will take a lot of processing power from both 
the server and the client, thus it is recommended to close this view when it is not in use.

Updating Estimations

The Gantt Chart will update the Est Start Date and Est Completed Date when the 
Update estimated dates checkbox is checked. The  Est Completed Date is used by 
the Late Task List.
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Planned Workload Report

The planned workload report is based on the same calculation as the Gantt Chart and 
shows the estimated amount of work per day or week for each user in the selected team 
of Users. Tasks assigned to users are shown below the user names. The values indicates 
the estimated time (in ideal working hours) spent on each task.

This report is very useful for viewing the planned work assigned to each user in the 
team. Reassign tasks to balance the workload of the team.

This report should be created from the same task as the Gantt Chart to give matching 
results. Double-click a user in the list to open a new Gantt Chart that shows the details 
of the tasks a user is planned to spend time on. Double-click a task to view or edit the 
details of a task.

Creating a Planned Workload Report

Right-click the project task (or a sub project task) and select Planned Workload 
Report from the Report / Planning menu. Select any number of users, roles or groups 
that you would like to include in the report and the number of days/weeks to view (from 
today).
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Office opening time sets the starting time of a work day and the Hours in workday 
field specifies the number of hours available in a workday. Increasing the Hours in 
workday number will allow the users to work longer days. Use for example 24 to 
simulate a team working day and night, taking turns in working on tasks assigned to 
common roles.
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Workload Report

By using the Workload Report you can view the workload of a team or on a single user 
in the past. Making sure everyone in the project uses the Work done and Work 
remaining fields are crucial for giving an accurate result in the Workload Report.

The Workload Report shows the amount of work (in hours) per day for each user 
selected. Tasks assigned to users are shown below the user names. The values indicates 
the exact or average time spent on each task depending on if the detailed time report of 
a task is used or not.

The Workload Report is very similar to the Planned Workload Report but the 
Workload Report shows work performed in the past.

The Workload Report spreads work performed over time in the following way:

 Work on the specified dates if the detailed time estimation is used on a task.
 Remaining Work done for completed tasks is spread evenly over a period 

between the started date and the completed date.
 Remaining Work done for started tasks is spread evenly over a period between 

the started date and the current date.
 No work is spread over days off work for a user.
 Work is spread proportional to a users work schedule for a week.

Creating a new Workload Report

Select a task in the Task Tree to base the report on and select Reports / Planning / 
Workload Report from the menu. Select a user or a team of users to view the 
performed workload of and a number of days back in time to display.

Note that the Workload Report will be identical to a Time Report Sheet if the detailed 
time report is used on all tasks. See Time Estimation for more information of how to use 
detailed time reporting.
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Instant Messages

The views New Messages and Old Messages are available from the Views menu and 
show new or old messages sent directly to you or indirectly using a role or group. You 
may send messages to any user, role or group (or a combination). Open a message by 
double-clicking it in the New- or Old Messages view. When a message is open you are 
in discussion mode and are able to send messages to every participant (in the To list) in 
real time.

Creating a New Message

Create a new message by clicking the New Message button in the New- or Old 
Messages views. Begin with adding users, roles or groups to the To list. A unit may be 
added or removed at any time during a conversation by the user who initiated the 
conversation.

Note that you can identify a user as working online by the small green circle to the left of 
the user icon in the Select User view.

Type the message in the text area at the bottom of the dialog and send it by pressing 
Enter (or clicking the Send button). A message will be sent to all participants and will 
appear in each user’s New Messages list.

Responding to Messages

A new message will automatically be displayed, but only if the New Messages view is 
open. If the New Messages view is closed (or the client is not running) when a message 
is sent, the New Messages list will contain that message when opened.

If the message to respond to is visible in the New- or Old Messages views then double-
click the message in the list to bring up the Message dialog.

Respond to a message by typing a response in the bottom area of the message dialog 
and press Enter (or the Send button).
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Old Messages

Read messages will be transferred from the New Messages list to the Old Messages 
list. If another user adds something to a message in your Old Messages list it will be 
transferred back to the New Messages list and a new message sound will be played (if 
enabled).
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Time Estimation

Project Engine has a carefully designed way of estimating time in a project. It is up to the 
project members to take advantage of the time estimation functions available. You might 
for example decide to leave all estimations out in the beginning but it is never too late to 
start enforcing estimations on tasks later in the project cycle.

Time estimation in Project Engine is made to be simple but useful. There are only a few 
fields in the Task Dialog that needs to be filled in:

Work remaining Enter the number of estimated ideal working hours remaining 
for this task (not including the hours estimated for subtasks) 
to be completed. The ideal working hours are the actual 
amount of hours spent if you can work focused without any 
interruptions.

Work done The total amount of hours spent on the task so far (not 
including the hours estimated for the subtasks – if any) in 
ideal working hours.

Est start date The estimated start date of a task. The Est start date can be 
automatically updated by the Gantt Chart.

Est completion date Can be estimated from the Work remaining field and the 
work schedule for a user and is the date you estimate the 
task (including all subtasks) to be completed. The Est 
completed date can be automatically updated by the Gantt 
Chart.

Note that the Work remaining and Work done field should be updated frequently. Project 
Engine will keep track of the history of estimations.

Detailed Time Reporting

Select the Show calendar button to the right-side of the Work done field to specify a 
detailed time report. Add any number of hours to specific dates in the calendar. The 
summary of all hours added will be sent to the Work done field when pressing the Save 
button.

Use the Workload Report to view the total workload (time report) for one or more 
users.

Note that the Workload Report can handle both detailed and non-detailed estimations 
on a task and even a combination of both on the same task.
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Client Properties

The "client.properties" file located in the same directory as the "ProjectEngineClient.jar" 
file contains the properties for the client. This file is created during installation but you 
might want to make changes to it during the time of the project. You may also edit some 
common properties in the Properties dialog by selecting that option from the menu or 
by pressing the Properties button.

In the table below all properties in the properties dialog are described:

Property Description
language The language to use in Project Engine Client. For example 

“English”. The selected language will also affect the date and time 
format.

update_interval Time in seconds between automatic updates of the information in 
all visible views and reports. The same as using the Update 
button. Setting this value to 0 (Disabled) will turn automatic 
updates off.

web_browser Full path to the web browser launched by Project Engine. Used to 
display HTML help files. Default: explorer

link_root_path The path to the root directory of relative links. Should point to the 
local root directory (working copy) when linking tasks to files in a 
version control system.
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synchronization Turn synchronization off to save disk space when always working 
offline. Project Engine Personal has synchronization default "off".

on=Writes synchronization data to "synclog.txt".
off=Does not write any synchronization  data to "synclog.txt".

show_main_toolbar Show or hide the main toolbar.

yes=Show
no=Hide

play_new_task_sound Play a sound when a new task arrives to Your Task List.

yes=Play sound
no=Do not play sound

play_new_message_so
und

Play a sound when a new message arrives to your New 
Messages list.

yes=Play sound
no=Do not play sound

update_on_save Will update all opened views and reports when a task is saved if 
set to "yes". This feature is disabled by default since updating all 
reports with each save might take a lot of time.

yes=Update all views and reports after saving a task.
no=Do not update any reports or views after save.

update_task_tree_on_
save

Updates the Task Tree after a task has been saved.

yes=Updates the Task Tree.
no=Do not update the Task Tree.

update_your_task_list
_on_save

Updates Your Task List after a task has been saved.

yes=Updates Your Task List.
no=Do not update Your Task List.

commit_and_update_o
n_update

Execute the Commit and Update command on Update.

yes=Execute the Commit and Update command on Update.
no=Disabled

tray_icon Enables/Disables the tray icon and Tray Icon Menu. A tray icon 
is only available for the Windows and Linux platforms. The tray 
icon property is not available from the Client Properties dialog.

on=Show the tray icon (default for the Windows platform)
off=Do not show a tray icon (default for all other platforms)
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Languages

Project Engine has full support for English (UK), English (US) and Swedish languages. 
There are a number of other language files provided with Project Engine that fully or 
partially cover other languages. Since Project Engine is under constant development we 
are unable to keep all language files up-to-date. New tags (words or sentences) will in 
many cases be provided in English, resulting in a mix of two languages in the user 
interface.

Language files can be found in the language directory of the client and in the 
server_languages directory on the server (for the web interface). These files can be 
manually edited and contain the translations for all text and date/time formats in the 
client and web interface.
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Backups

When working as a single user without a server connection it is recommended to make 
backups of the data periodically. This is not equally important when the client is 
connected to the server, since backup will most likely be performed on the server side. 

The data to backup can be found in the "xml" directory located in the directory where 
Project Engine Client was installed. The XML files stored on the client are of the exact 
same format as the XML files stored on the server side.

Restoring Project Engine Client from a Backup

To restore data from a backup:

1. Close the client if it was running.
2. Replace all the XML files on the client (under the "xml" directory) with the XML 

files from the backup.

Restoring Project Engine Server from a Client

Since the server uses the same XML files as the client it is possible to restore the XML 
files on the server from a client.

Note that most users (not even the Administrator) are not able to view all the tasks and 
therefore the "task_tree.xml" will not normally contain all the tasks stored on the server.

To restore data on the server from a client:

1. Close the client and the server.
2. Copy all the XML files from the client and replace the XML files stored on the 

server.
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Version Control

Project Engine has the ability to integrate with a version control system (Subversion) to 
provide a very powerful but easy-to-use traceability between activities and changes to 
files. A few benefits of version control using Project Engine:

 The change history of all files are preserved. Go back to older versions at any 
time.

 Files are easily accessed using absolute web addresses.
 Automatic backup. All files are stored centrally on a server.
 Handles conflicts that may occur when several users are working with the same 

file.
 Extremely easy to use. Work with files on your drive as usual, Project Engine will 

detect all changes automatically.
 Intuitive web interface to open files, upload changes, add files or view history.

Note that support for version control of project files is only available in the Enterprise 
edition of Project Engine and requires a separate installation of Repos (or Subversion) on 
the server side.

Also note that the version control features will work regardless if the client is working 
online or offline.

Repository Connection Settings

Dialog for editing the connection settings between the client and a Subversion repository. 

Connections Settings:

Link Root Path The local root path to store the files from the repository in 
(working copy). All links to files will be relative to this path for 
the current client installation. 

Note that other clients may use other root paths.

Repository URL Address to a Subversion server repository.

User Id User id required to access the repository.

Password Password required to access the repository.
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Connect to Repository

Connects the client with a Subversion repository and assigns a folder to use for local 
files. You only need to connect to the repository the first time, before you start to use the 
version control system (the Commit and Update command). The Repository 
Connection Settings dialog will be displayed after selecting this menu option.

Connections Settings:

Link Root Path The local root path to store the files from the repository in 
(working copy). All links to files will be relative to this path for 
the current client installation. 

Note that other clients may use other root paths.

Repository URL Address to a Subversion server repository.

User Id User id required to access the repository.

Password Password required to access the repository.
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Commit and Update

The Commit and Update command searches for changes in the local root path and below. 
If the system finds any new, changed or deleted files they will be shown in the Added 
Files, Updated Files or Removed Files lists.

Select a task from the Current Task list that should be linked with the added or changed 
files. Relative links will be added to those files in the selected task. Select <New Task> to 
create a new task responsible for the change.

Press the OK button to synchronize with the repository. Files will be added, updated, 
deleted or moved in the repository. Any new files updated or added by other users will be 
downloaded after the synchronize operation has completed. Press the Cancel button to 
abort.

Project Engine will look for files or directories that are both in the Added Files and in the 
Removed Files list. A question will appear as a popup if a possible move operation is 
detected. Files needs to be of the same size to be considered for the move operation.

Restore Working Copy

Use the Restore Working Copy command if you suspect that the local file system does 
not match the repository for some reason. The restore operation will remove all local files 
and download all files from the repository.

Note that this is not a common operation and may take a long time to complete (several 
minutes or even hours).
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Conflicts

Conflicts might occur when two users have made changes to the same file at about the 
same time. The system will show a popup dialog with a path to both versions of the file, 
the one stored in the repository and the local version. Select Yes to overwrite the version 
in the common repository or No to keep the version in the common repository (the local 
version will be replaced with the version in the common repository).

Note that a conflict will be avoided if the system is able to automatically merge the 
changes. Automatic merge will only be performed on text files.

Moving Files or Folders

Files can pretty much be moved around in any way you like unless you also modify the 
file at the same time. Folders are more sensitive and we recommend moving one folder 
at a time before triggering the Commit and Update command (especially when moving 
sub-folders to a moved folder).

Renaming Files or Folders

Renaming a file or folder is currently the same as deleting the old file and adding a new 
one. The system will not be able to keep the history for that file or folder, so try to give 
them suitable names from the beginning.

Filtering File Extensions

Some file extensions can be excluded from being added to the version control system. 
The "repos_mimetype.properties" file contains a list of extensions to ignore when 
searching for new, updated or removed files.

Note that you should use the features to ignore files and folders provided by Subversion 
instead.

Technical Details

The Commit and Update command uses the "repository.xml" file to be able to detect 
any changed, inserted, deleted or moved files or folders from last commit and update. 

This xml-file contains all files and folders in the working copy (local file structure). 
Removing this file will trigger a complete fetch of all the files from the common 
repository at the next commit and update.
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Web Browser Interface

Project Engine Server has the ability to act as a web server providing common task 
operations from a web browser. The web interface contains all the basic operations of the 
Project Engine Client. The web interface may not be used for creating templates or to 
manage users.

Starting the Web Interface

Enter the following URL: http://server_address:port_number to access the login screen. 
Port number only needs to be specified if any other number than the default (80) is used.

To access the browser interface using secure sockets (SSL), enter the following URL: 
https://server_address:port_number. Note that Project Engine Server needs to be set to 
use security mode 1 (SSL). The default port for secure sockets is 443, therefore we 
recommend setting the port_number to 443, but any port can be used.

Customizing the Web Interface

The directories "webicons", "stylesheets" and "server_languages" all contain files used by 
the Project Engine web interface. The file "styleweb.css" in the "stylesheets" directory 
can be adjusted to change the appearance of the web interface.
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Main Toolbar

Updates Task Tree and all other visible views.

Log out. This will take you to the login screen.

Opens the Change Password dialog.

Displays Project Engine Client documentation.

Opens Project Engine website in your browser.

Search for a task by entering a part of the title or task id in the search field and 
press the Search button or the Enter key.

Your Task Tree Toolbar

Edits/views the selected task.

Creates a new subtask to the selected task. Select the task type to create from 
the drop-down list.

Moves a task up one step.

Moves a task down one step.

Creates a report based on the selected task.

Brings up the Manage Users dialog.

Copies a task and its subtasks.

Pastes the copied task.

Moves the copied task and places this under the selected task.

Creating a New Task

Select a task to place a new task under by left-clicking a task in the Task Tree. Select a 
task type in the drop-down list and press the Add New Task button. Fill out the New 
Task page and press the Save button.

Editing a Task

Select a task in the Task Tree and press the Edit button. Fill out the Edit Task page 
and press the Save button.

Note that the Edit Task page contains more options like adding attachments or links 
than the New Task page.
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Starting or Completing Tasks

The status of a task can be changed from the New Task or Edit Task pages but there is 
also a quicker way directly from the task in Your Task List. Click the Start Task button 
to the right side of a task to start the task. A started task can be completed by clicking 
on the Complete Task button.

Moving Tasks

Select a task and press the Move Up or Move Down button to move the task up or 
down one step.

Note that the task may actually move several steps since all tasks may not be visible to 
the current user.

Copy, Paste and Move

Select a task and press the Copy button. Select a destination task in the Task Tree. The 
task can now be copied by pressing the Paste button or moved using the Move copied 
task to button.

Viewing Reports

Select a task to base the report on. Press the Create Report button to bring up all 
available reports. Enter the parameters (if any) and press the Generate Report button 
to view the report. Press the Back button on your browser to return to the Reports 
page.

Note that all reports in Project Engine are based on a root task. All tasks below and 
including the root task will be part of the report.

Edit a Task in Your Task List

Click the title or the status icon to bring up the Edit Task page.

Searching for a Task

Enter a text to search for or a task id in the search field and press the Search button. 
This will bring up the first task with a title that contains the entered text or a task with 
that id.

Editing User Settings

Personal user settings can be edited by selecting the User Settings button in the menu 
bar. Modify your settings and press the Ok button to save the settings.
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Error Messages

The client normally displays the translated text of an error returned from the server but 
in some cases, with the web interface, the error can not be translated.

The list below shows the English translation of the errors that may be returned from the 
server (or client):

Error Description
-1 Failed to call service, the server may be unavailable. Try to work Offline.
-2 Service failed, unknown error.
-3 Unknown or unavailable service called. The client might not be the same 

version as the server or the service might be prevented by your license key. 
Time to update the server or license.

-4 To few parameters to service. The client might not be the same version as 
the server.

-5 Incorrect password. Try again.
-6 Not allowed to update this task. The task is not assigned by or to you.
-7 Not allowed to change the assigned to field. Can only be changed by the user 

that assigned the task, or by an Administrator.
-8 Not allowed to view this task.
-9 Not allowed to move a task out of its parent. Try to move using drag and 

drop or copy/move to.
-10 Not allowed to view the root task.
-11 Could not create new task.
-13 Not allowed to delete this task. Can only be deleted by the user that 

assigned the task or an Administrator.
-14 Task not found. A task might no longer be visible for a view or report. Try 

removing a few reports.
-15 Parent task not found.
-16 Invalid date format. One or more date fields was not correctly formatted.
-17 Unit not found. A user, role or group was not found.
-18 Not allowed to activate this task. Can only be activated by the user that 

assigned the task, or by an Administrator.
-19 Operation can only be performed by the creator of the unit.
-20 Not allowed to add more users. The license key for the server does not allow 

you to add more users.
-21 Failed to add attachment. An attachment could not be loaded. A probable 

cause is lack of memory. Try to increase the memory for the Java VM.
-22 Failed to retrieve attachment. An attachment could not be fetched from the 

server.
-23 This operation is not allowed for a restricted user.
-24 This operation is only allowed for administrators.
-25 Password has been cleared.
-26 Could not move task. The task can not be moved to that location.
-27 Failed to parse MS Project XML.
-28 User is not assigned to attachment. There is already an attachment with the 

same name in the system and that attachment is assigned to another user.
-29 Too many users in the system. The server license does not allow any more 

users at the moment, try to login later (there is a 5 minute timeout for users 
in the system).

-30 Not allowed to paste a reference under a reference.
-31 Not allowed to view this media.
-32 Invalid time format. One or more time fields were not correctly formatted.
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-33 This operation is only allowed for the user that assigned the task or an 
Administrator.

-34 No report with that name found.
-35 Service call failed, unknown reason. An unexpected failure in one of the 

services. The client might not be the same version as the server.
-36 Message not found.
-37 Failed to send email.
-38 Could not move unit. The unit can not be moved to that location.
-39 Invalid integer format. One or more integer custom fields were not correctly 

formatted.
-40 Invalid float format. One or more float custom fields were not correctly 

formatted.
-41 Empty mandatory field. One or more mandatory custom fields were blank.
-42 This task has been changed since it was opened. Cancel your changes and 

reopen the task.
-43 Must specify a from or to date.
-44 Not a valid subtype. The task may not have a subtask with that task type.
-45 This operation is only allowed for assigned by, assigned to or an 

Administrator user.
-46 Unknown MIME type.
-47 Trying to define a new task type that already exists.
-48 A task must have a task type.
-49 Task is not valid.
-50 Invalid transition. Contains one or more invalid transitions of custom fields.
-51 Status is not a visible field and may not be updated manually.
-52 The root task may only be updated by the main Administrator (with user id 

1).
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